VERACITY
GOD is not only true to other beings but God is true to Himself [Psalm 25:5, John 17:17, 1 John 5:6].
Each Members of the Trinity was true to each other and each true to Himself, possessing perfect integrity.
They always possess perfect integrity based on truth of divine essence.
God does not hold the truth as being something He acquired –He is the Truth from eternity past. The
truth has never been diminished or compromised in Him; God is the Source of Truth.
God is the source of Bible doctrine. From the Truth that God is comes the Truth we have in writing.
Every form of knowledge-every truth we have dwells in God’s absoluteness. The divine attribute of
veracity guarantees the divine revelation in any form –spoken [pre-canon] or written canon [post-canon]
in its accuracy, perfection, and absoluteness [Deut. 32:4, John 6:32, Hebrews 8:2, 1 John 5:20].
We do not naturally possess the Truth within ourselves; we are born liars because the OSN reside in us
[Romans 3:4]. We cannot compare our human integrity with the integrity of God.
There is a vast amount of truth that will not be revealed until we get to heaven, but whatever God has
revealed for us in time is design to be learned and understood by every believer.
If we are to adjust to the veracity of God, we must acquired truth in our souls. God designed the human
body as the slave of the Spirit not the master or dictator. The soul is the steward of Bible doctrine not of
human viewpoint. Souls without Bible doctrine operates through satanic viewpoint, stirs by emotions,
flame by human passion and lusts.

People often adjust t each other by lying and deception. But we cannot adjust to God in the same manner
because we cannot deceive Him. We must adjust to His justice through the Truth of His Word in our
souls.
a. The Truth of the gospel in salvation.
b. The Truth of rebound in spirituality
c. The Truth of Bible doctrine in spiritual maturity.
God is infinitely perfect in veracity and faithfulness express to us in the Bible doctrine. In veracity, God
honors Bible doctrine resident in the soul of the believer. God honors His Word wherever it is found.
Maximum Bible doctrine in the soul constitutes maturity adjustment to the perfect justice of God. It is
maximum rapport with the integrity of God. Maximum Bible doctrine in the souls of believers is the only
thing that will deliver the nation from national apostasy and divine discipline. With out Bible doctrine in
the soul –spiritual maturity is impossible to achieve.

In veracity and faithfulness God fulfills all His promises –this is our basis of confidence toward God
[Deut. 7:9, 1 Corinthians 1:9, 10:13, 2 Thessalonians 3:3].
God is eternally true to Himself, therefore, He cannot be untrue to any creature even in just one occasion.
He cannot deny His perfection and holiness. His absolute veracity or Truth is evident in Words [John
8:45-46], in His Works [Psalm 33:4] and in His Ways [Revelation 15:3].
Understanding WHO AND WHAT GOD IS and completely relying upon His perfect and absolute
character for both adversity and prosperity build a foundation of confidence and inner peace. The results
are wise decisions and actions in every circumstance of life. Genuine confidence in God comes from the
knowledge of His essence. Doubts and refusal to obey often comes from severe ignorance of divine
essence and Personality.

